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a b s t r a c t
Background: Only limited empirical studies reported own-price elasticity of demand for
health care in rural China. Neither research on income elasticity of demand for health care
nor cross-price elasticity of demand for inpatient versus outpatient services in rural China
has been reported. However, elasticity of demand is informative to evaluate current policy
and to guide further policy making.
Objectives: Our study contributes to the literature by estimating three elasticities (i.e.,
own-price elasticity, cross-price elasticity, and income elasticity of demand for health care
based on nationwide-representative data. We aim to answer three empirical questions with
regard to health expenditure in rural China: (1) Which service is more sensitive to price
change, outpatient or inpatient service? (2) Is outpatient service a substitute or complement to inpatient service? and (3) Does demand for inpatient services grow faster than
demand for outpatient services with income growth?
Methods: Based on data from a National Health Services Survey, a Probit regression model
with probability of outpatient visit and probability of inpatient visit as dependent variables and a zero-truncated negative binomial regression model with outpatient visits as
dependent variable were constructed to isolate the effects of price and income on demand
for health care. Both pooled and separated regressions for 2003 and 2008 were conducted
with tests of robustness.
Results: Own-price elasticities of demand for first outpatient visit, outpatient visits among
users and first inpatient visit are −0.519 [95% confidence interval (−0.703, −0.336)], −0.547
[95% confidence interval (−0.747, −0.347)] and −0.372 [95% confidence interval (−0.517,
−0.226)], respectively. Cross-price elasticities of demand for first outpatient visit, outpatient visits among users and first inpatient visit are 0.073 [95% confidence interval (−0.176,
0.322)], 0.308 [95% confidence interval (0.087, 0.528)], and 0.059 [95% confidence interval
(−0.085, 0.204)], respectively. Income elasticities of demand for first outpatient visit, outpatient visits among users and first inpatient visit are 0.098 [95% confidence interval (0.018,
0.178)], 0.136 [95% confidence interval (0.028, 0.245)] and 0.521 [95% confidence interval
(0.438, 0.605)], respectively. The aforementioned results are in 2008, which hold similar
pattern as results in 2003 as well as results from pooled data of two periods.
Conclusion: First, no significant difference is detected between sensitivity of outpatient
services and sensitivity of inpatient services, responding to own-price change. Second,
inpatient services are substitutes to outpatient services. Third, the growth of inpatient
services is faster than the growth in outpatient services in response to income growth. The
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major findings from this paper suggest refining insurance policy in rural China. First, from a
cost-effectiveness perspective, changing outpatient price is at least as effective as changing
inpatient price to adjust demand of health care. Second, the current national guideline of
healthcare reform to increase the reimbursement rate for inpatient services will crowd
out outpatient services; however, we have no evidence about the change in demand for
inpatient service if insurance covers outpatient services. Third, a referral system and gatekeeping system should be established to guide rural patients to utilize outpatient service.
© 2011 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The target of the New Cooperative Medical Scheme
(NCMS) was to protect patients against catastrophic inpatient expenses under the rationale that most households
generally were able to afford the expenses of minor illness. For the insured, a proportion of inpatient expense
was reimbursed by NCMS; however, the expense for outpatient service was mainly from out-of-pocket payment
or the family savings accounts. After NCMS was implemented in 2004, it has been developed so fast that more
than 96% of the rural residents were covered by it in 2010
[1]. Given that inpatient services have been less expensive under NCMS, the rationale of NCMS was critiqued
by Yip and Hsiao in that it failed to address a major
cause of medical impoverishment, i.e., relatively expensive outpatient services for chronic conditions [2]. In order
to further current understanding about the relationship
between inpatient and outpatient services, which have
been dramatically reshaped by NCMS, the new estimates
of elasticity of demand for healthcare are necessary to
uncover structural changes of healthcare utilization in rural
China.
The puzzle in rural China is unbalanced change in outpatient versus inpatient service after implementing NCMS.
From 2003 to 2008, outpatient visits per capita slightly
increased by 9.2%; by contrast, inpatient visits per capita
dramatically increased by 100% [3]. Price and income are
two determinants of demand for health care [4,5]. However, the statistics about price or income alone are not
informative enough to solve this puzzle. For instance, outpatient cost per visit and inpatient cost per visit increased
at a parallel rate, by 40.6% and 39.1%, respectively. Meanwhile, income per capita increased by 72.7% from 2003 to
2008 [6,7]. Given that the increase in demand for health
care is due to the joint effect of income and medical price,
we propose to establish regression models to isolate the
effect of income or price on demand for health care, and further estimate the elasticity of demand to signal the pattern
of health expenditure.
Elasticity of demand measures the responsiveness of
demand for health care to changes in price or income. Even
though theories in economics generally suggest the rules
to distinguish inferior goods from normal goods as well as
necessary goods from luxury goods, whether demand for
health care is elastic is an empirical question [8]. In the
US, results about elasticity of demand for health care are
well-documented. The income elasticity was 0.2 or less in
a health insurance experiment as well as in other observational studies [9]. Through Scitovsky and Snyder’s [10] field
experiment, own-price elasticity of physician visits was

−0.14; Cherkin et al. [11] found it to be −0.04 in another
experiment. The value of elasticity varies according to time
change, difference in sampled population, and even the
distinction between point elasticity and arc elasticity. For
instance, studies showed that elasticity of physician visits
based on net prices ranged between −0.15 and −0.20 [12]
or between −0.16 and −0.35 [13]. In short, estimation of
elasticity only explains the local effects for a specific population at a specific time [14]. However, the estimates of
elasticity in all above-mentioned studies reveal the same
message for policy making that the demand for physician
visits is inelastic in response to income or price.
Furthermore, not only own-price but also price of relative goods impact on demand for health care, and this
impact could be captured by different types of elasticity
[15,16]. For instance, cross-price elasticity reveals whether
outpatient and inpatient services are substitutive to each
other [8]. Manning et al. indicated that inpatient and outpatient services were with negative cross-price elasticity in
field experiment design [17], which means that those two
services are complements and explains the phenomenon
that the increase in outpatient service goes along with
the increase in inpatient service under a referral system.
However, studies also found that outpatient service was
substitutive [18,19] or not related [20,10] without referral systems. Overall, cross-price elasticity is conditional on
existence of a referral system.
More importantly, elasticity of demand should be estimated at an appropriate level to address specific issues as
empirical studies show that the values of elasticity are positively related to the levels of estimation. For instance, in
Getzen’s paper in 2000, he summarized 45 studies from the
1960s to 1990s to demonstrate a clear pattern of income
elasticity at micro (individual), intermediate (regions), and
macro (nations) levels. Getzen concluded that healthcare
was an individual necessity but a national luxury in applying multilevel decision models to the analysis of healthcare
expenditures [21].
However, in developing countries, the results about
elasticity of demand for health care are less-documented
and even mixed. Lavy and Quigley indicated elastic demand
for health care in Ghana [22]; Sauerborn et al. found overall inelastic demand for health care (−0.79) but elastic
demand in subgroups such as infants, children, and lowest income quantile (−3.6, −1.7, and −1.4, respectively) in
Burkina Faso [23]. In 1989, the field experiment conducted
by Li and Yang in two counties (Meishan and Jianyang)
in Sichuan province in China indicated elastic outpatient
but inelastic inpatient services [24]. More specifically, price
elasticity of outpatient service was −1.66 in township hospitals and −1.13 in village clinics; and the price elasticity of
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inpatient service was −0.33 in county hospitals and −0.44
in township hospitals. Employing data from another field
experiment in Shaanxi province in China, Zhou et al. also
showed elastic outpatient service with price elasticity of
demand for outpatient visits in villages being −1.5 [25].
Both field experiments, which are limited to one or two
counties, have strength in internal validity but shortcoming in external validity. Furthermore, Li et al.’s study was
conducted 20 years ago and lacks the power to predict current consumer behavior due to time-varied factors such as
systematic health care reform.
To our knowledge, there are only several abovementioned empirical researches on own-price elasticity of
demand for health care in rural China. Neither research
on income elasticity of demand for health care nor crossprice elasticity of demand for inpatient versus outpatient
services in rural China has been reported. Our study contributes to the literature by estimating three elasticities
(i.e., own-price elasticity, cross-price elasticity, and income
elasticity of demand for health care) at an individual level
based on nationwide-representative data.
This paper aims to answer three empirical questions
with regard to healthcare utilizations in rural China: (1)
Which service is more sensitive to price change, outpatient
or inpatient service? (2) Is outpatient service substitutive or
complementary to inpatient service? and (3) Does demand
for inpatient services grow faster than demand for outpatient services with the same income growth? First, we
introduce data collection methods, dependent variables,
independent variables, and covariates. Then we specify
regression models, because estimation of elasticity is based
on holding all other determinants of demand constant [26].
Both pooled and separated regressions for 2003 and 2008
were conducted with tests of robustness. Next, we interpret the results and we further the discussion by pointing
out limitations in this study design. Finally, this paper concludes with policy implications of our findings.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. The data
In order to address the puzzle of unbalanced growth in
inpatient and outpatient services, we obtained access to the
raw data set, National Health Services Survey (NHSS), from
which the summary statistics we mentioned at the beginning of this paper were generated by the Center for Health
Statistics and Information, Ministry of Health. Through a
four-stage stratified sampling procedure, samples are randomly selected for household survey in NHSS and we focus
on the rural component of the dataset. In the first stage,
65 rural counties were randomly selected. In the second
stage, 5 townships in each county were randomly chosen.
In the third stage, 2 villages in each township were randomly selected. Finally, around 60 households were chosen
in each village. The counties, towns, and villages selected
in 2003 remained the same as those in 2008; however,
households in 2003 were different from those in 2008.
Therefore, NHSS is panel data at village or upper levels but
only repeated cross-sectional data at individual level. The
total number of rural households sampled in 2003 and 2008
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Table 1
Data collection strategy in 2003 and 2008.
Stratification
County
Town
Village
Household
Individual (≥15)

2003
65
325
650
38,955
109,224

2008
65
325
650
38,970
104,271

Resource: National Health Services Survey, 2003 and 2008.

were 38,955 and 38,970, respectively. Only people who
were 15 years old and older were included in this study and
the numbers of these individuals are 109,224 in 2003 and
104,271 in 2008. The average individuals over 15 years old
(i.e., 2.8 in 2003 and 2.67 in 2008) indicated slightly difference in demographic characteristics in two years, which we
will address in calculating per capita consumption expenditure (Table 1).
In the household survey, the questionnaire included
variables on demographics, socio-economic variables,
insurance characteristics, health status, outpatient service
utilization and inpatient service utilization. Cross-sectional
data from the year of 2003 and 2008 are analyzed through
pooled and separated regressions.
2.2. The dependent variables
The dependent variables include probability of outpatient visit, outpatient visits among users and probability
of inpatient visit. The probability of outpatient visit refers
to the probability of using outpatient service in last two
weeks, which is based on the question in questionnaire
“did you visit a doctor in the past two weeks”. Outpatient visits refer to the number of outpatient visits among
patients who have utilized the outpatient service in last
two weeks, which is based on the question in questionnaire “how many times did you visit with a doctor in the
past two weeks”. From 2003 to 2008, the probability of outpatient visit increased from 7.90% to 8.47%, with growth
rate at 7.22%, while the average number of outpatient visits among users decreased from 1.85 to 1.80 (see Table 2).
The probability of inpatient visit means the probability of
using inpatient service in the previous year, which is based
on the question “have you been hospitalized in the past
year”. Compared with outpatient care, the probability of
inpatient visit increased greatly from 3.32% to 6.11%, with
growth rate at 84%.
2.3. The independent variables
Price of healthcare refers to out-of-pocket payment,
which directly impacts the demand of healthcare. We only
include direct medical expenditure but do not include the
indirect costs such as transportation cost or opportunity
costs in our price variables.
For outpatient services, the payment from family
savings account is considered to be equivalent to outof-pocket payment. As there was no reimbursement for
outpatient visits in most counties before 2009, outpatient
price is measured by the total outpatient expenses per
visit, which is calculated through dividing total outpatient
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Table 2
Description of variables in the year of 2003 and 2008 (Percentage/means).
Variable
Dependent variables
Probability of outpatient visit
Outpatient visits among users
Probability of inpatient visit
Independent variables
Outpatient price (RMB)
Inpatient price (RMB)
Income (RMB)
Other covariates
The year of 2008
Year*outpatient price
Year*inpatient price
Year*income
Male
Age 65+
Married
Illiterate
Farmer
NCMS
Chronic disease
Distance to the nearest healthcare
provider (min)
Eastern region
Central region
Western region

Description

2003

The probability of utilizing outpatient service in past two weeks
The number of outpatient visits in the past two weeks for those
who utilized outpatient services
The probability of utilizing inpatient service in the past year
Median price of outpatient service (out of pocket). Natural log of
outpatient price is introduced in regression models
Median price of inpatient service (out of pocket). Natural log of
inpatient price is introduced in regression models
Consumption expenditure per capita. Natural log of income is
introduced in regression models
1 if year of 2008, 0 if year of 2003
Interaction between the year of 2008 and the log of outpatient
price
Interaction between the year of 2008 and the log of inpatient price
Interaction between the year of 2008 and the log of income
1 if male, 0 if female
1 if age between 65 and above, 0 otherwise
1 if married, 0 if unmarried
1 if illiterate, 0 otherwise
1 if farmer, 0 if not famer
1 if covered by NCMS, 0 otherwise
1 if chronic disease, 0 otherwise
Mean time of reaching the nearest medical institution. Natural log
of time is introduced in regression models
1 if eastern region, 0 otherwise. Omitted group
1 if central region, 0 otherwise
1 if western region, 0 otherwise

2008

7.90
1.85

8.47
1.80

3.32

6.11

39

71

1409

1414

1774

3064

0
–

1
–

–
–

–
–
50.32
10.61
74.74
22.94
72.43
0
13.42
14.35

49.63
12.47
75.36
19.06
63.78
90.22
18.00
13.78

32.22
27.62
40.16

32.69
27.38
39.93

Resource: National Health Services Survey, 2003 and 2008.

expenses in the past two weeks by number of visits in the
past two weeks. According to questions in questionnaire
are “how much did you spend for outpatient services in
the past two weeks” and “how many times did you visit
with a doctor in the past two weeks”. For inpatient services,
out-of-pocket payment is calculated through subtracting
the total inpatient expenses by the reimbursed. According to questions in questionnaire are “how much did you
spend for inpatient services in the past year” and “how
much did you get reimbursed in the past year”. As NCMS is
community-based insurance with pooling at county level,
out-of-pocket payments for inpatient services vary due to
different reimbursement policies from county to county.
Considering that price of healthcare is ex-post and
endogenous to healthcare utilization at individual level,
we apply the medians of outpatient expenses per visit as
well as inpatient expenses per visit at county level as the
proxy of the perceived prices of healthcare in each county.
Another alternative to measure the expected price is the
weighted average of healthcare expense; however, the
healthcare expenses are skewed to the right and the medians are better than the means to avoid the influence of the
extreme values at the right tails. Table 2 shows that, from
2003 to 2008, the average of out-of-pocket payment for
outpatient and inpatient services increased by 82.1% and
by 0.4%, respectively. The major medical cost was buried by
individuals for outpatient services but through NCMS inpatient services were reimbursed to lower the private cost.
Income is measured by self-reported annual consumption expenditure per capita rather than by self-reported

income because income is more likely to be misreported
[27,28]. The total annual consumption expenditure in
each household was asked in the health services survey,
which was broken down into expenditure for food and
other daily necessities, transportation, housing and utilities, education, healthcare, recreation, entertainment, etc.
Theoretically speaking, healthcare expenditure is endogenous to the demand for healthcare and it is safe to exclude
healthcare expenditure from total consumption expenditure. Nonetheless, this exclusion is a trade-off because
healthcare expenditure crowds out other expenditure.
Therefore, other expenditures might be higher in the
absence of healthcare expenditure, and overall the total
expenditure might remain most the same. Empirically, we
test both approaches to generate the variable of income
and we have not found significant difference in final results
among those two ways. The concern of endogeneity could
be partially solved by controlling for health status. We
argue that, for individuals with the same health status,
higher purchase power for healthcare represents higher
living standard.
However, although household consumption expenditure is a convenient measure of living standard, it ignores
household size and demographic composition. We calculate per capita consumption expenditure through dividing
household expenditure by the number of adult equivalents
(AE) in the household.
AE is estimated through
AE = (A + mK)b

(1)
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Where A is the number of adults in the household, K is the
number of children, m is the “cost of children,” and b reflects
the degree of economies of scale.
A and K is directly obtained from the questionnaire, in
which adults is defined as individuals with age equal to or
greater than 18. Meanwhile, we apply the estimates of m
and b from O’Donnell et al. We use 0.3 for m and 0.75 for
b, given that food accounts for a large proportion of total
consumption, and economies of scale are relatively limited
due to lack of goods and services that are consumed by
the household with public goods characteristics [29]. After
adjusting the consumption expenditure per capita by using
consumer price index in 2008 to be comparable with that
in 2003, the consumption expenditure per capita in 2003
and 2008 were 1774 Yuan and 3064 Yuan, respectively, and
the growth rate was 72.7%.
2.4. Other variables
In order to draw a ceteris paribus conclusion about medical price and income effect, the study controls for “year
effect” [30] and a number of individual and community
variables, which are described in Table 2. “Year effect”
refers to the aggregate effect of unobserved factors from
the year of 2003–2008 that affect demand for health care.
We also add interaction terms between “the year of 2008”
and three independent variables to detect the difference of
effects among the two periods. Individual variables include
gender, age, marital status, education, occupational status,
health insurance schemes, and health status. Community
variables include distance from the nearest health care
provider and a regional dummy variable and. Distance from
the nearest health care provider is measured by minutes
the residents spent to get to the nearest medical institution. Due to economic, geographical and cultural variations
within the country, China is divided into three parts,
namely eastern region, central region, and western region.
2.5. The model
Newhouse and Phelps used a two-stage least squares
(TSLS) model to estimate the price elasticity of demand for
health care, in which demand is measured by probability of
inpatient use, length of stay in hospital, probability of outpatient use and outpatient visits among users [31]. In this
study, we use different models according to data characteristics. For outpatient service, two models are employed
to estimate the effects on outpatient care demand. First, as
the utilization of outpatient visit is a binary response, Probit
regression model is used with the probability of outpatient
visit as the dependent variable [32]. Second, as the number
of visits for patients who have utilized outpatient services is
count data with the exclusion of zero, the zero-truncated
negative binomial (ZTNB) regression model is used with
outpatient visits as the dependent variable [33]. For inpatient service, as very few people are hospitalized for more
than one time within one year in Chinese rural areas, we
only use Probit model to test the effect on the probability
of inpatient visit.
Clustered standard errors are applied in regressions for
two reasons. First, outpatient price and inpatient price are
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estimated at county level through calculating the medians
of out-of-pocket payment for outpatient and inpatient services in each county. More specifically, 130 observations
of outpatient prices (i.e., 65 counties in 2003 and 65 counties in 2008) are generated in two periods. Second, NCMS
as a community-based insurance is pooled at county level.
The individuals in the same county are treated by the same
insurance scheme. Therefore, individual standard errors
are independent and should be clustered at the county level
[34].
2.5.1. Pooled regression
We use an unrestricted model for the pooled data.
Hit = ˛03 + 08 + ˇ · OPi03 +

· IPi03 + ı · INi03

+  · 08 · OPi03 +  · 08 · IPi03 +  · 08 · INi03
+  · Xi03 + ε

(2)

Where H is the dependent variables, i.e., probability of
outpatient visit, outpatient visits among users, and probability of inpatient visit; a03 is the intercept for the year
of 2003;  08 is the deviation of the intercept in 2008 from
the baseline intercept (2003); ˇ, , and ı are the slopes
of the logarithms of outpatient price, inpatient price, and
income in 2003; , , and  are the deviations of the slope
of the logarithms of outpatient price, inpatient price, and
income in 2008 from that slope in 2003; X represents control variables, such as gender, age, marriage, etc.;  is the
coefficients for control variables; and ε is the residual term.
2.5.2. Test of robustness
We could test stability of parameters through two
hypotheses for the pooled regression.
Hypothesis I. The intercept in the year of 2003 is the
same as that in 2008, which is tested by whether  08 is
significantly different from zero.
Hypothesis II. The slopes of independent variables in
2003 are the same as those in 2008, which is tested by
whether the coefficients of interaction terms, i.e., , , and
, are significantly different from zero.
The joint test of these two hypotheses is Chow test with
the null that the parameters of independent variables and
the intercepts are the same in 2003 and 2008. In other
words, deviations of the slopes and intercept are not statistically discernible from zero. Rejection of the null suggests
that data in the year of 2003 do not share the same intercept or slopes with data in the year of 2008. However, we
do not apply standard Chow test. Alternatively, we focus
on the second hypothesis about coefficients of interaction
terms to further the test whether elasticities in 2008 are
significantly different from those in 2003.
Among 9 coefficients of interaction terms in Table 3,
two coefficients suggest rejecting the null in Hypothesis
II. In ZTNB regression, the coefficient of interaction term
between year dummy and outpatient price (−0.249) is
significantly different from zero with 95% of confidence.
Meanwhile, in Probit regression with probability of inpatient visit as the dependent variable, the coefficient
of interaction term between year dummy and income
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Table 3
The estimated coefficients of regression models for pooled data.
Outpatient care

Log of outpatient price
Log of inpatient price
Log of income
The year of 2008
Year* outpatient price
Year* inpatient price
Year* income
Male
Age 65+
Married
Illiterate
Farmer
NCMS
Chronic disease
Log of distance
Central region
Western region
Constant
Wald 2
Prob > 2
R2
Sample size

Prob. of inpatient
visit (Probit model)

Prob. of outpatient visit
(Probit model)

Outpatient visits among
users (ZTNB model)

−0.209(0.034)***
0.088 (0.040)**
0.061 (0.021)***
0.810 (0.448)**
−0.041 (0.051)
−0.069 (0.066)
−0.019 (0.027)
−0.072 (0.010)***
0.138 (0.019)***
0.135 (0.014)***
0.119 (0.014)***
0.086 (0.015)***
0.081 (0.037)**
1.050 (0.028)***
0.002(0.010)
0.021 (0.043)
0.095 (0.056)*
−2.246 (0.332)***
2018.93
<0.0001
0.1346
211,184

−0.230(0.070)**
0.151 (0.108)
0.103 (0.037)***
0.347 (0.920)
−0.249 (0.110)**
0.089 (0.133)
0.012 (0.052)
−0.015 (0.028)
0.054 (0.043)
−0.036 (0.037)
0.063 (0.038)*
0.010 (0.041)
−0.059 (0.089)
0.060 (0.036)*
−0.070 (0.031)**
−0.018 (0.107)
0.128 (0.116)
−1.249 (0.798)
131.32
<0.0001
–
17,293

0.064(0.043)
−0.163 (0.061)***
0.323 (0.023)***
0.747 (0.440)*
−0.027 (0.046)
−0.017 (0.066)
−0.072 (0.027)**
−0.215 (0.014)***
0.202 (0.023)***
0.258 (0.019)***
−0.078 (0.021)***
0.039 (0.016)**
0.100 (0.035)***
0.683 (0.037)***
0.017 (0.010)*
0.085 (0.042)**
0.131 (0.043)***
−3.692 (0.452)***
2676.06
<0.0001
0.096
211,184

Note: For outpatient care, Probit regression model is used with probability of outpatient visit as the dependent variable and ZTNB model is used with
outpatient visits among users as the dependent variable; for inpatient care, Probit regression model is used with probability of inpatient visit as the
dependent variable. Standard errors are in parentheses, which are clustered at county level.
*
Significant at 10%.
**
Significant at 5%.
***
Significant at 1%.

(−0.072) is also significantly different from zero at 95% confidence level. The results from regressions indicate that the
impact of outpatient price on outpatient visits among users
in 2003 is different from that in 2008, and the impact of
income on probability of inpatient visit in 2003 is also different from that in 2008. Therefore, we cannot pool the
data to estimate those two impacts; however, the legitimacy to pool the data to estimate the other 7 coefficients
is established through hypothesis tests.
2.5.3. Separated regressions in 2003 and 2008
After testing parameter stability, we decide to run separate regressions for data in 2003 and 2008 to estimate the
impact of outpatient price on outpatient visits among users
as well as the impact of income on probability of inpatient
visit.
The separated regression models are as the following:
Hi03 = ˛03 + ˇ|OPi03 + |IPi03 + ı|INi03 + |Xi03 + ε

(3)

Hi08 = ˛08 + ˇ|OPi08 + |IPi08 + ı|INi08 + |Xi08 + ε

(4)

Tables 4 and 5 show the impact of own-price, crossprice, and income on demand of health care, after
controlling for other listed variables in 2003 and 2008.
We conduct t-tests for the coefficients in 2003 against
those in 2008. For example, we test whether the impact of
outpatient price on outpatient visits among users in 2003
is significantly distinctive from that in 2008. The results
suggest the impacts of outpatient price on outpatient visits

among users and the impacts of income on probability of
inpatient visit are statistically different in 2003 and 2008,
which echoes the test of Hypothesis II in analyzing the
pooled data. In short, the results from t-test in pooled and
separated regressions are consistent with each other.

3. Results on elasticity of demand for healthcare
Elasticity of demand is calculated as the ratio of the
percentage change in demand to the percentage change
in income. We take the natural logarithms of independent
variables in ZTNB model and the coefficients from regression could be directly read as elasticity. More specifically,
for the residents who have utilized outpatient service, the
estimated coefficients of natural logarithms of outpatient
price, inpatient price and income from ZTNB model are the
elasticities of demand for outpatient visits in response to
the change in outpatient price, inpatient price and income
[33].
However, elasticity cannot be read directly from coefficients in Probit model. Accordingly, the estimated results
from Probit models could be transferred into elasticity of
demand measured by probability of outpatient visit and
probability of inpatient visit through the following calculation [32]:
εV =

(˛′ zi )˛V
˚(˛′ zi )

(5)
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Table 4
The estimated coefficients of regression models (the year of 2003).
Outpatient care

Prob. of outpatient visit
(Probit model)
Log of outpatient price
Log of inpatient price
Log of income
Male
Age 65+
Married
Illiterate
Farmer
Chronic disease
Log of distance
Central region
Western region
Constant
Wald 2
Prob > 2
R2
Sample size

−0.209 (0.034)***
0.082 (0.042)**
0.051 (0.020)***
−0.057 (0.015)***
0.103 (0.026)***
0.141 (0.018)***
0.111 (0.019)***
0.087 (0.021)***
1.105 (0.037)***
0.002 (0.014)
−0.054 (0.049)
0.065 (0.055)
−2.131 (0.348)***
1280.04
<0.0001
0.1378
107,643

Prob. of inpatient
visit (Probit model)
Outpatient visits among
users (ZTNB model)
−0.211 (0.063)***
0.118 (0.104)
0.077 (0.033)**
−0.024 (0.033)
0.037 (0.053)
0.017 (0.047)
0.072 (0.046)
−0.025 (0.051)
−0.011 (0.037)
−0.093 (0.036)***
−0.136 (0.099)
0.058 (0.101)
−0.533 (0.762)
41.03
<0.0001
–
8520

0.065 (0.042)
−0.152 (0.060)**
0.324 (0.022)***
−0.207 (0.021)***
0.106 (0.035)***
0.232 (0.023)***
−0.086 (0.027)***
0.090 (0.026)***
0.732 (0.044)***
0.031 (0.015)**
0.009 (0.047)
0.117 (0.040)***
−3.812 (0.437)***
1294.49
<0.0001
0.096
107,643

Note: The control variable NCMS is excluded in this regression as the majority was not covered by NCSM in 2003 (Please refer to the summary statistics in
Table 2).
**
Significant at 5%.
***
Significant at 1%.

Where εV is the elasticity of demand with respect to factor V (outpatient price, inpatient price and income), ˛V is
the coefficient of the natural log of variable V, (˛′ zi ) is the
probability density function of the standard normal variable estimated at the means of the regressors, and ˚(˛′ zi )
is the cumulative probability function.
Table 6 shows the own-price, cross-price, and income
elasticities of demand for health care for the year of 2003,
the year of 2008, and the pooled data. Even though numeric
values of estimated elasticities are all presented in Table 6,
we emphasize the implicit information delivered through
the patterns in three groups of elasticities.

3.1. Own-price elasticity
All own-price elasticities are significant, negative and
less than 1 in absolute values. For outpatient services in
2003, the probability of outpatient visits decreases by 41.4%
if outpatient price is increased by 100%; outpatient visits
among users decrease by 21.1% if outpatient price is doubled. In 2008, the probability of outpatient visits decreases
by 51.9% if outpatient price is increased by 100%; outpatient
visits among users decrease by 54.7% if outpatient price is
doubled. From point estimate, it means that the utilization
of the first outpatient visit is more sensitive to price change,

Table 5
The estimated coefficients of regression models (the year of 2008).
Outpatient care
Prob. of outpatient
visit (Probit model)
Log of outpatient price
Log of inpatient price
Log of income
Male
Age 65+
Married
Illiterate
Farmer
NCMS
Chronic disease
Log of distance
Central region
Western region
Constant
Wald 2
Prob > 2
R2
Sample size
*
**
***

Significant at 10%.
Significant at 5%.
Significant at 1%.

−0.265 (0.048)***
0.037 (0.065)
0.050 (0.021)**
−0.087 (0.014)***
0.171 (0.026)***
0.127 (0.022)***
0.126 (0.024)***
0.090 (0.024)***
0.078 (0.038)**
0.999 (0.035)***
0.001 (0.016)
0.105 (0.065)
0.133 (0.075)*
−1.578 (0.447)***
1310.36
<0.0001
0.1325
103,541

Outpatient visits among
users (ZTNB model)
−0.547 (0.102)***
0.308 (0.113)***
0.136 (0.056)**
−0.009 (0.042)
0.072 (0.057)
−0.097 (0.052)*
0.051 (0.049)
0.057 (0.063)
−0.077 (0.091)
0.146 (0.057)**
−0.045 (0.048)
0.137 (0.144)
0.216 (0.154)
−1.762 (0.854)**
73.06
<0.0001
–
8773

Prob. of inpatient
visit (Probit model)
0.029 (0.036)
−0.180 (0.036)***
0.252 (0.021)***
−0.218 (0.017)***
0.256 (0.027)***
0.275 (0.026)***
−0.072 (0.025)***
0.013 (0.020)
0.110 (0.035)***
0.650 (0.040)***
0.004 (0.013)
0.139 (0.050)***
0.147 (0.054)***
−2.915 (0.264)***
1341.95
<0.0001
0.0801
103,541
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Table 6
The individual-level elasticities of demand for outpatient and inpatient services.

The year of 2003
Probability of outpatient visit
Outpatient visits among users
Probability of inpatient visit
The year of 2008
Probability of outpatient visit
Outpatient visits among users
Probability of inpatient visit
Pooled regression
Probability of outpatient visit
Outpatient visits among users
Probability of inpatient visit

Outpatient price

Inpatient price

Income

−0.414 (−0.545, −0.284)
−0.211 (−0.335, −0.087)
0.152 (−0.042, 0.347)

0.163 (−0.001, 0.327)
0.118 (−0.085, 0.321)
−0.357 (−0.633, −0.080)

0.102 (0.026, 0.179)
0.077 (0.013, 0.142)
0.762 (0.659, 0.865)

−0.519 (−0.703, −0.336)
−0.547 (-0.747, −0.347)
0.059 (−0.085, 0.204)

0.073 (−0.176, 0.322)
0.308 (0.087, 0.528)
−0.372 (−0.517, −0.226)

0.098 (0.018, 0.178)
0.136 (0.028, 0.245)
0.521 (0.438, 0.605)

−0.408 (−0.537, −0.279)
NA
0.134 (−0.041, 0.309)

0.171 (0.017, 0.326)
0.151 (−0.061, 0.362)
−0.339 (−0.588, −0.089)

0.118 (0.039, 0.197)
0.103 (0.031, 0.175)
NA

Note: 95% confidence intervals are provided in parentheses. The bolded parameters are significantly different from zero with 95% of confidence, while
others are insignificantly different from zero. For pooled data, we denote two elasticities as “NA” because we cannot estimate those two parameters
through pooled data. Accordingly, in separated regressions, the confidence intervals of −0.211 and −0.547 are not overlapped; meanwhile, the confidence
intervals of 0.762 and 0.521 are not overlapped.

compared with sequential utilization of outpatient visits
among users in 2003; vice versa in 2008. However, neither
the difference between the values of elasticity −0.414 and
−0.211 nor the difference between the values of elasticity −0.519 and −0.547 is statistically significant in t-test.
Therefore, we conclude that own-price elasticity for the
first outpatient visit is not significantly different from that
for outpatient visits among users in 2003, which is the same
for 2008. Meanwhile, own-price elasticity of outpatient visits among users in 2003 (−0.211) is significantly different
from that in 2008 (−0.547) in t-test. For inpatient service,
the probability of inpatient visit decreases by 35.7% in 2003
and 37.2% in 2008 if inpatient price is doubled. However,
they are not significantly different from each other.
3.2. Cross-price elasticity
Among 9 cross-price elasticities in 2003 and 2008, only
two are significant at 95% confidence level. Both of them
(0.308 and 0.171) are positive, which means outpatient services are substitutes to inpatient services. Besides that, no
dependent variable responds to change in inpatient price.
For instance, in 2008, probability of outpatient visit does
not respond to change in inpatient price; however, outpatient visits among users decrease by 30.8%, if inpatient price
is reduced by 100%. It means users of outpatient services
are more sensitive than the general mass to the change in
inpatient price in 2008.
3.3. Income elasticity
All income elasticities are significant, positive, and with
absolute values less than 1. For outpatient services in 2003,
probability of outpatient visit increases by 10.2% if income
is doubled; outpatient visit among users increases by 7.7%
in this case. In 2008, probability of outpatient visit increases
by 9.8% if income is doubled; outpatient visit among users
increases by 13.6% in this case. However, neither the difference between the values of elasticity −0.102 and −0.077
nor the difference between the values of elasticity −0.098
and −0.136 is statistically significant in t-test. For inpatient services, probability of inpatient visit increases 76.2%

in 2003 and 52.1% in 2008, when income is doubled. The
results indicate that, when income is doubled, the growth
rate in first inpatient visit (76.2%) is 7.5 times greater than
first outpatient visit (10.2%) in 2003, holding other factors
(e.g., price of outpatient service, price of inpatient service)
constant. Meanwhile, the growth rate in first inpatient visit
(52.1%) is 5.3 times greater than first outpatient visit (9.8%)
in 2008, holding other factors constant.

4. Discussion
In this section, we discuss four points with regard to
endogeneity of price, selection of models, characteristics of
dependent variables, and characteristics of cross-sectional
data. We further the discussion by pointing out limitations
in this study.
First, one of the key efforts in our study is to deal
with endogeneity of price. To evaluate the elasticity, the
price should be ex-ante or patients are price takers. However, the medical cost for each individual occurs in an
ex-post manner. In other words, utilization of healthcare
by each individual impacts his or her medical cost. Thus, it
is problematic to take medical costs from individuals as the
independent variable. We take the medians of medical cost
per visit in each county as the proxy of the perceived price
of healthcare. Intuitively, patients’ demand for healthcare is
affected by the perceived price; in turn, individual demand
for healthcare has almost no power to impact the median
of medical cost per visit given large sample size in each
county. It is the most feasible approach we could take in the
empirical estimation of elasticity of demand for healthcare
in rural China to enhance exogeneity of price. Furthermore,
even though price is constructed at the county level, we
are still aware of other sources of confounders from both
demand and supply sides, such as differences in the adaptation of new technology or NCMS policies at county level.
For instance, adaptation of new technology will bias up the
impact of price on demand for healthcare.
Second, Newhouse and Phelps recommended that the
elasticity of total outpatient visits could be calculated by
adding up the elasticity of demand measured by probability of outpatient visit and the elasticity of demand for
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outpatient visits among the outpatient service users [31].
In our analysis, we did not take this approach due to results
from data analysis. As we stated in the section about models, we used both Probit and ZTNB models for outpatient
services; however, we only used Probit model for inpatient
services. The major reason is lack of variation in dependent
variable (inpatient visits) to make convergent regression
in ZTNB model. Accordingly, in Table 6, we did not report
the elasticity of demand for inpatient visits among users.
Finally, we conduct comparison of elasticities between
probabilities of outpatient visit and inpatient visit, both of
which are based on Probit model.
Third, in pooled regression, the elasticity of first outpatient visit is calculated from all samples with 211,184
sample size; however, the elasticity of outpatient visits
among users is calculated from restricted samples with
17,293 sample size, which is conditional on utilization of
outpatient services. Equivalent explanations apply to separated regressions in 2003 and 2008. The interpretations
of those two elasticities refer to different sets of heterogeneous population. Therefore, we focus on interpreting the
comparable results from the analysis of full samples.
Fourth, we pool the data from 2003 and 2008 in order to
enhance the variation of median price for healthcare. However, the strategy of pooling data cannot apply to estimate
all elasticities. Therefore, we run separate regressions for
each year as well. It is of importance to emphasize that
comparisons between two years are not informative for
policy making as it is cross-sectional data rather than panel
data at an individual level. The elasticities in 2003 or 2008
shed light on policy implications in that specific year and
the elasticities from pooled data suggest the relationships
between price, income and demand for healthcare at an
average sense, which is less intuitive for policy implications. Furthermore, comparison between elasticity of first
outpatient visit and elasticity from first inpatient visit cannot solve the puzzle about unbalanced utilization of health
care measured by total visits. Despite this distinction, the
results from this study are sufficient to answer three questions addressed at the introduction section.
There are several limitations in our analysis. First, we
use the median medical cost per visit at county level and
we cannot address the variation within county. Neither
can we compare our results with the results from Li et al.
and Zhou et al., which explored the variation at town or
village levels. Second, we use self-reported consumption
expenditure to proxy income, which could be improved in
further study with better data on income. Third, our study
is restricted to population above 15 years old; therefore, we
had no information with regard to health expenditure pattern for infants or children under 15. Further studies could
pay more attention to within-county or subgroup analysis.
5. Conclusion
How does elasticity signal about healthcare utilization
in rural China? The main findings from this paper are summarized as the following.
First, no significant difference is detected between
sensitivity of outpatient services and sensitivity of inpatient services, responding to own-price change. The point
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estimates of own-price elasticity indicate that outpatient
services are more sensitive than inpatient services to price
change. Furthermore, as price ratio (i.e., outpatient price
over inpatient price) increases, the share of outpatient service in total health expenditure sensitively drops. However,
if we take confidence intervals into account, the difference
between outpatient and inpatient services vanishes. This
conclusion holds for the year of 2003, the year of 2008, as
well as the pooled data.
Second, inpatient services are substitutes to outpatient
services. More specifically, outpatient visits among users
decrease by 30.8%, if inpatient price is reduced by 100%.
Meanwhile, cross-elasticity from pooled data indicates that
the first outpatient visit decreases by 17.1%, if inpatient
price is reduced by 100%. It means the decrease of outof-pocket payment, which is measured by inpatient price
in our model, reduced outpatient visits among users as
well as the general mass. In NCMS, only inpatient service
is covered by insurance, the relative price for inpatient
service was reduced through reimbursement and patients
were incentivized to use less basic medical service and
more hospital service. This health care expenditure pattern
not only financially increases the probability of patients’
medical impoverishment but also physically increases the
probability of accumulating minor illness to catastrophic
conditions. This conclusion only holds with regard to the
impact of inpatient price on outpatient services for the year
of 2008 and the pooled data.
Third, the income elasticity indicates that the growth of
inpatient services is faster than the growth in outpatient
services in response to income growth; this conclusion is
drawn from comparing income elasticities of the first outpatient visit versus the first inpatient visit. Theoretically,
for the people under full insurance or with free access
to health care, the effect of income on the demand for
health care should be small [15]. However, under partial insurance such as NCMS, income elasticity is smaller
for uninsured services and greater for reimbursed services. Income growth leads to around 6.4-time increase in
inpatient service compared with outpatient service, which
reveals patients’ preference for inpatient service over
outpatient service and partially explains the unbalanced
change between those two counterparts. This conclusion
holds for the year of 2003, the year of 2008, as well as the
pooled data.
The evidence from 2003 is not adequate to support any
conclusion on NCMS as the majority did not have health
insurance at that time, which was mentioned in Table 2.
However, the findings from the year of 2008 suggest refining NCMS policy in China.
The NCMS implemented in 2004 has a significant impact
on the results in 2008, because insuring people increases
the demand for treatments (Tables 3 and 5). Given that one
of the initial goals of NCMS is achieved to make inpatient
services less expensive, which is indicated in Table 2, we
offer recommendations to address unbalanced change of
inpatient versus outpatient services in rural China. First,
from a cost-effectiveness perspective, changing outpatient
price is at least as effective as changing inpatient price
to adjust demand of health care, if effectiveness is measured by the probability of seeking healthcare when it is in
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need. Given the increase in government subsidy for NCMS,
it is reasonable to allocate funding to include outpatient
services in risk pooling, which would finally reduce outof-pocket payment and increase utilization of outpatient
services, especially for patients with chronic conditions.
Similar effect will occur through pooling funding in family
savings account for outpatient services to reduce patient
delay in seeking outpatient services due to financial concerns. Second, the current national guideline for healthcare
reform to increase the reimbursement rate for inpatient
services will crowd out outpatient services. Each county
should estimate how much outpatient services would be
crowded out if reimbursement rate for inpatient services
is increased according to the results of cross-price elasticities of demand for outpatient services. Unluckily, we have
no evidence regarding the change in demand for inpatient
services in case NCMS covers outpatient services to reduce
out-of-pocket payment because of insignificant estimations of related cross-price elasticities. Last but not the
least, patients’ preference for inpatient service over outpatient service should be reshaped; otherwise, as income
grows in rural China, the unbalanced growth in inpatient
and outpatient services would even more deepen. Referral
system and gate-keeping system should be established to
adjust patients’ preference. Discriminative reimbursement
policies could be set in NCMS to highlight the essential role
of gate-keeping and referring.
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